Versatile, light and stable, these rolling duffles are the benchmark for top tier gear hauling performance.
OVERVIEW

SHARED FEATURES EXTERIOR
1. Top zippered pocket for easy access to liquids and valuables
2. StraightJacket™ compression with padded sidewalls to secure gear
3. Low profile padded carry handles on top and sides
4. Large access panel zip to main compartment with lockable zippers
5. Rear panel magazine pocket with ID Card window
6. Multiple protective frame bumpers
7. Large collapsible zippered lower compartment to separate gear
8. Tuck away companion piece attachment buckle
9. Large zippered rear panel pocket with lower drain hole
10. Osprey 16”/41cm HighRoad™ Chassis

SHARED FEATURES INTERIOR
+ Large internal zippered mesh front panel pocket
+ Dual extra wide internal compression straps
+ Full length internal mesh side pocket
+ Full length internal fabric side pocket
+ Internal rear panel zippered mesh pocket

FABRICS
MAIN 420HD Nylon Packcloth
ACCENT 1680D Ballistic Nylon
BOTTOM 1680D Ballistic Nylon

OSPREY 16”/41cm HIGHROAD™ CHASSIS
+ Injection molded high clearance ABS base with integrated foot bar
+ Extra wide 16”/41cm chassis to stabilize large loads
+ Extra large 4.25”/11cm wheels with sealed bearings to smoothly roll over rough surfaces
+ Lightweight and strong 6061 aluminum frame
+ Retractable handle with ErgoGrip™
OVERVIEW

SHUTTLE 130

SPECS
Cubic Inches 7933
Liters 130
Lbs/Ounces 9/2
Kilograms 4.14
Inches 36h x 16w x 15d
Centimeters 92h x 41w x 38d

ONE SIZE

SHUTTLE 100

SPECS
Cubic Inches 6102
Liters 100
Lbs/Ounces 8/3
Kilograms 3.7
Inches 30h x 16w x 14d
Centimeters 77h x 41w x 36d

ONE SIZE

UNIQUE FEATURES
+ Three external front compression straps

UNIQUE FEATURES
+ Two external front compression straps
FEATURE DETAILS

TOP LIQUIDS POCKET
36L / 30L
The liquids pocket is located at the top of the luggage piece. Easy zip access and location allows quick access to toiletry kit or other small items. Its bellowed design allows it to compress and give volume to the main compartment. When fully utilized, it is sized to fit a variety of 1L/1qt wash bags or Osprey’s Airport travel duffel and cover.

STRaightjacket™ compression system
36L / 30L
Osprey’s StraightJacket™ compression system secures loads and adds stability to the pack. It utilizes the external compression straps and padded side walls to wrap internal contents of the pack.
A When the pack is full, use the front compression straps attached to the buckles at the front edge of the padded side wall to secure the load.
B When the pack has a smaller load, find the hidden buckles along the right side of the pack near the backpanel.
C Bring front compression straps all the way around and connect to these hidden buckles and cinch down the padded sidewalls for smaller loads.

TOP AND SIDE LOW PROFILE CARRY HANDLES
36L / 30L
There are low profile handles on all four sides the Shuttle, making it easy to grab, pull and carry. With heavy duty fabric on top and soft padded material underneath, the handles on the top and along both side panels of the pack are easy to grab and comfortable to use. The fourth handle is molded directly into the front side of the HighRoad™ Chassis to serve as both a handle and front bumper.

LArge access main compartment
36L / 30L
The large access main compartment utilizes a full front panel U-zip opening that allows quick complete access to gear. The stiff zipper path provides structure to keep the main compartment wide open while packing or unpacking gear. The bright internal liner makes it easy to find small items that could otherwise be hard to find in a large compartment. To help organize small items, it would be best to utilize the internal zippered pockets.

PROTECTivE BUMPERS
36L / 30L
Being a heavy gear hauler, Osprey expects our Shuttles to be dragged around the world and put to the test. The protective bumpers along the backpanel help protect the highest potential wear points of the frame. Osprey’s super durable fabrics, padded sidewalls and strategically placed bumpers prove that this pack will see a lifetime of use.
**FEATURE DETAILS**

**INTERNAL COMPRESSION STRAPS**
36L / 30L
To fully maximize and stabilize the load inside the main compartment of the Shuttle, the internal compression straps connect directly to the backpanel to cinch down gear. When packing, unbuckle and loosen the internal compression straps all the way and have the straps hang out of the way along the sides of the pack. Once packed, buckle the straps and evenly cinch them to compress clothes and gear. This secures the load from moving around, keeping the contents protected and organized to fully maximize space.

**LOCKABLE ZIPS FOR MAIN COMPARTMENT**
36L / 30L
The main compartment lockable zipper is designed to work with TSA-approved travel locks to protect gear from theft. The burly, anti-theft zipper coil prevents the bag from being broken open, and prevents access.

**TUCK AWAY COMPANION PIECE STRAP**
36L / 30L
Big adventures can require a lot of gear. The tuck away companion piece strap allows a day pack or gear duffle to attach so the back is free to shoulder another load. Hidden at the top of the pack near the handle is a hook and loop tuck away pocket. Inside find the adjustable web loop with a side release buckle to hang and secure to a bag handle across the front panel of the Shuttle. The front compression straps will secure the extra bag to the main body of the Shuttle. This frees up space to carry another Osprey pack.

A. To protect gear, simply zip together the main compartment, matching the two eyelets built into the double zippers.
B. Connect the two zippers with travel lock.

**LARGE COLLAPSIBLE LOWER COMPARTMENT**
36L / 30L
The separate large collapsible lower compartment is perfect for storing wet gear, ski boots, hardware or other items that are best stowed away from fragile items. A bellowed style fabric divider collapses to the main compartment so there is no loss of usable packing space, regardless of the shape and size of the gear loaded in this pocket.

**REAR PANEL FLAP POCKET**
36L / 30L
The rear panel flap pocket is perfect for storing magazines and comes with an easily accessible ID card window. A fabric flap with a hook and loop tab makes it easy to access travel documents, books or magazines. The built-in ID sleeve makes it easy to find contact information should the luggage become lost, but also keeps it from plain view.

**LARGE ZIPPERED REAR PANEL POCKET**
36L / 30L
The large zippered rear panel pocket is another additional storage option for items such as dirty laundry, a jacket or shoes. Located in the cavity of the HighRoad™ Chassis it gives the pocket’s contents protection from items in the main compartment. A small mesh drain hole is included at the bottom of this pocket to let moisture (and any potential smells) escape.

**LOCKABLE ZIPS FOR MAIN COMPARTMENT**
36L / 30L
The main compartment lockable zipper is designed to work with TSA-approved travel locks to protect gear from theft. The burly, anti-theft zipper coil prevents the bag from being broken open, and prevents access.

To protect gear, simply zip together the main compartment, matching the two eyelets built into the double zippers.

Connect the two zippers with travel lock.
PACK / RESERVOIR MAINTENANCE

Your Osprey pack is an extremely durable product and is built for years of use. However, some basic pack maintenance will help ensure your pack lasts a lifetime.

OSPREY PACKS

STANDARD MAINTENANCE

+ After each trip be sure to clean out your pack thoroughly.
+ Clean the zippers regularly using mild soap, warm water and soft brush. This will help keep them in proper working condition.
+ If your pack is wet, hang it to dry out of direct sunlight.
+ Loosen all the straps.
+ Wash your pack if dirt, sweat, salt and stains have worked their way into fabrics, webbing or mesh.

(Do not immerse travel packs in water with our HighRoad™ Wheeled Chassis.)

WASHING YOUR PACK

A Empty the pack including any food, dirt or spilled contents.
B If your pack has a removable harness and hipbelt, remove them from the pack body.
C Do NOT wash your pack in a washing machine. Clean your pack and components in a bathtub or large sink using a mild detergent and warm water.
D Agitate the pack gently. Scrub the inside and outside of all compartments including the pockets with a soft brush.
E Clean the zippers using a mild soap, warm water and a soft brush. Flush water and soap through the buckles. Keeping dirt and debris out of the zippers and buckles will help keep them in proper working condition.
F Drain the dirty water from the bathtub or sink and refill with cool clean non-soapy water. Rinse the pack thoroughly. Repeat this step as necessary.
G Hang your pack to dry outside or in a well ventilated area, out of direct sunlight.

WHEELED TRAVEL LUGGAGE

(Do not immerse travel packs in water with our HighRoad™ Wheeled Chassis.)

A After each trip, empty the pack including any food, dirt or spilled contents.
B If your pack has a removable harness and hipbelt, remove them from the pack body.
C Do NOT wash your pack in a washing machine. Clean your pack and components in a bathtub or large sink using a mild detergent and warm water.
D Agitate the pack gently. Scrub the inside and outside of all compartments including the pockets with a soft brush.
E Clean the zippers using a mild soap, warm water and a soft brush. Flush water and soap through the buckles. Keeping dirt and debris out of the zippers and buckles will help keep them in proper working condition.
F Drain the dirty water from the bathtub or sink and refill with cool clean non-soapy water. Rinse the pack thoroughly. Repeat this step as necessary.
G Hang your pack to dry outside or in a well ventilated area, out of direct sunlight.

RECOMMENDED CLEANING PRODUCTS

Osprey recommends Nikwax® products for pack care. Be sure to read label directions carefully before applying any product to your pack.

Tech Wash® - Use this with warm water for washing and cleaning your packs or luggage.

Tent & Gear Solar Proof® - Use this spray-on product to protect your packs from UV exposure and to improve water repellency.

OSPREY RESERVOIRS

RESERVOIR STANDARD MAINTENANCE

+ Our reservoir’s anti-microbial formula prevents most mold and bacteria growth.
+ Rinsing out your reservoir after each use should keep your reservoir fresh, especially when using sugary drink mixes.
+ Periodically use Osprey’s Hydraulics™ Cleaning Tablets to clean your reservoir.
+ Iodine or other purifying tablets used in your reservoir will not affect the quality of your reservoir. However these tablets may stain the reservoir over time.
+ Freezing your reservoir will not effect the quality of the reservoir. However if the reservoir is filled with water, be aware that water expands when it freezes and can damage your reservoir if it is overfilled.
+ Do NOT pour boiling water into the reservoir. This can damage the reservoir and will void your warranty.
+ Watch “Cleaning an Osprey Hydraulics™ Reservoir” video on Osprey Packs YouTube® page.

CLEANING YOUR RESERVOIR (WITH OSPREY HYDRAULICS™ CLEANING TABLETS)

A Fill reservoir with warm water. Do not use bleach or boiling water.
B Add one cleaning tablet to reservoir and close the cap.
C Let tablet dissolve for 5 minutes with the reservoir laying on its back.
D Shake the reservoir for 30 seconds to mix and spread the solution.
E Pinch the bite valve and squeeze the reservoir to remove air and fill the reservoir hose and bite valve with solution.
F Let the reservoir sit for 15 minutes and then pour out solution.
G Rinse the reservoir and tube with clean cool water.
H Hang your reservoir to dry in a well ventilated area.

DEEP CLEANING YOUR RESERVOIR (WITH OSPREY HYDRAULICS™ CLEANING KIT)

1 Rinse out the reservoir and fill it with warm water and a mild dish detergent. Do not use bleach or boiling water.
2 With the large cleaning brush from Osprey’s Hydraulics™ Cleaning Kit scrub the interior of the reservoir.
3 Remove the hose from the reservoir and the bite valve from the hose and use the small brush from Osprey’s Hydraulics™ Cleaning Kit to scrub the interior of the hose.
4 Remove the silicone bite valve cover and clean it and the bite valve with warm soapy water.
5 Rinse the interior and exterior of the reservoir, hose and bite valve parts with cool clean water.
6 Let the hose and bite valve dry in a well-ventilated area.
7 Insert Osprey’s Hydraulics™ Cleaning Kit drying rack into the reservoir and hang to dry in a well ventilated area.

For complete instructions on cleaning your Osprey reservoir watch, “Cleaning an Osprey Hydraulics™ Reservoir” at youtube.com/ospreypacks.
OSPREY ACCESSORIES
Customize and protect your pack with Osprey’s full line of accessories. For the full lineup, please visit your local Osprey retailer or visit: ospreypacks.com.

PACK YOUR PACK
Loading your pack correctly optimizes comfort while you are carrying it. For complete information visit: ospreypacks.com/PackTech/HowToPackYourPack

GUARANTEE
At Osprey, sustainability is designed into our packs, which are built to last a lifetime and backed by a superb guarantee, no matter how hard you are on your gear. Visit ospreypacks.com for details.

QUESTIONS?

OSPREY PACKS, INC.
115 PROGRESS CIRCLE
CORTEZ, CO 81321 USA
866-284-7830

ospreypacks.com/PackTech/OwnersManuals

CN 如欲觀看繁體中文使用者手冊，請瀏覽 www.ospreypacks.com
请访问www.ospreypacks.com获得该用户手册的中文版本

JP 日本語版オーナーズマニュアルはオスプレー社の
Web サイト (http://www.ospreypacks.com)
からダウンロードすることができます。

FR Veuillez visiter www.ospreypacks.com pour une version en
français de ce guide d’utilisation.

DE Auf der Homepage www.ospreypacks.com finden Sie die
deutsche Version dieses enutzerhandbuchs.

ES Visita por favor www.ospreypacks.com para ver la versión de
nuestro manual en Español.

IT Visita il sito www.ospreypacks.com per la versione in Italiano
del manuale d’uso.

KR www.ospreypacks.com/PackTech/OwnersManuals
에서 사용자 설명서를 다운로드하세요.